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ANDREW WEATHERALL / NINA WALSH / THE WOODLEIGH RESEARCH 

FACILITY Phonox Nights  
Rapturous blend of slow burning acid house and luminescent dub disco tops the 

pair's 30 year creative relationship with their masterpiece.   

CD £12.99 

THE BEES Sunshine Hit Me  
'Mask' Blue LP + MP3 of  two bonus dub tracks, ‘Angry Dub’ and ‘Sky Holds The Dub’ 

£24.99  //  

Deluxe Edition Expanded CD due 8.12.23 inc. six bonus tracks, including a previously 

unreleased song, ‘Seeds’." £11.99 

BUSTA RHYMES Blockbusta  

2CD £13.99  // Pink & Purple 2LP due 8.12.23  £41.99 

DAVE EVANS Elephantasia (Earth Recordings) 

A glorious folk opus from 1972, long lost and attaining a legendary reputation for its 

candour and creativity, from the late Bangor-born singer/songwriter Dave Evans. 

Finally, the LP sees the light of day again via Earth Recordings, it is a true gem from 

the vaults of British folk history. For fans of Nick Drake, Bill Fay and Davy Graham – 

with a touch of Michael Chapman, Bert Jansch and Fahey for good measure  

CD  £12.99  //   LP £21.99  

DEVIN TOWNSEND Infinity (25th Anniversary Remastered Release)  
Both editions include the bonus tracks from this era, including the first ever vinyl 

appearance for the demo tracks from the Christeen EP. The iconic cover artwork 

has also been newly reshot in the present day, and the packaging includes new 

liner notes from Devin himself.  

Ltd 2CD £14.99 //  180g 2LP £33.99 

DON LEISURE with AMANDA WHITING Beyond The Midnight Sun 

A 7-track affair comprised of delectable spiritual jazz fused with hip hop beats, 

psychedelic electronics and a touch of soul 

LP £14.99  

THE FUTURE SOUND OF LONDON Environment 7.003  
the final instalment in the Environments Trilogy. “7.003” goes deeper and darker 

than the previous two albums, the flavour here harping back with memories of the 

groups 90s sounding pre “Dead Cities” album. On this release we have swamp 

laden electronics dripping from cavernous breakbeats weaving in and out of 

otherworldly chords and strings firmly back in the driving sea 

CD  £12.99  



JAMIE LENMAN Muscle Memory Max (10 year anniversary, 1st time on 

vinyl!) (Big Scary Monsters)  
10 years after its first release, Jamie Lenman is releasing Muscle Memory on vinyl for 

the first time! 

2LP + CD £29.99  

JEAN-MICHEL JARRE Oxymore-Works 

a collection of collaborations with other artists covering a wide range of electronic 

genres. The nine-piece work includes reworkings of tracks from Jarre's 2022 album 

"Oxymore."  

LP  £23.99  // CD out already £11.99  

JETHRO TULL The Broadsword And The Beast (features Steven Wilson 

remixes of original album track listing) (Rhino) 

CD £10.99  //  140g Black LP £34.99 

JEZZ WOODROFFE Wonders Of The Underwater World OST (Trunk)  
Sublime electronic underwater score from 1981 by former member of Black 

Sabbath. The music is a sublime wash of underwater ambience, emotions and 

more. 

LP w/ Sticker Sheet (to create your own sleeve art!) DIY Sleeve  £29.99  

KYLIE MINOGUE Kylie (Remastered 35th Anniversary)  
The album spawned six singles including ‘Got To Be Certain’, ‘The Loco-Motion’ 

and the global smash hit ‘I Should Be So Lucky’. A huge commercial success, the 

record peaked at Number 1 in the UK for six weeks and became the fifth highest-

selling album of the decade. 

Neon Pink LP £25.99 

MAX CHAMPION (JOE JACKSON ) Mr. Joe Jackson Presents Max 

Champion In What a Racket! 
Like its American cousin Vaudeville, Music Hall featured magicians, acrobats, and 

ventriloquists – elements that we still see today in musical theater and cabaret 

shows. One of the most fascinating of the Music Hall performers was Max 

Champion. We know little about him, except that he was born in London in 1882.  

CD £15.99 

ME LOST ME RPG (Upset The Rhythm) 

Delights in experimenting with songwriting and storytelling, creating a beguiling mix 

of soaring vocals and atmospheric electronics that playfully weave together 

disparate genres, drawing influence from folk, art pop, noise, ambient and 

improvised music. Thoroughly excellent!  

CD £10.99  //  Ltd Pink LP  £17.99  

OVERMONO Good Lies (XL) 

Remoulds and interweaves captivating vocal cuts into a series of multi-genre 

electronic sounds that flits effortlessly between euphoria and melancholy. 

CD £9.99  //  Ltd. Indies Clear LP £22.99   

PSYCHEDELIC PORN CRUMPETS Fronzoli  
Mind-bending blend of heavy melodic guitars and harmonic lyrics and eccentric 

songwriting oeuvre. 

Indies Sea Blue Splatter LP £24.99 // CD out already £12.99  



THE SLEEPING SOULS * Frank Turner’s loyal bandmates! * Just Before The 

World Starts Burning (Xtra Mile Recordings) 

CD £11.99  //   Indies Blue LP £21.99 

SULTANS OF PING Casual Sex In The Cineplex  
Ltd. Yellow LP Reissue £31.99   

TOM JONES Soul Sister, Soul Brother  
Concentrating on his TV performances, the bulk of which come from 1969 and 

reflect his personal preference for covering Stax, Atlantic and Motown material, this 

is Big Band Soul at its very best. 

LP £19.99 

T.P. ORCHESTRE POLY-RYTHMO Le Sato 2 (Acid Jazz) 

LP 25.99 

TRAMPOLENE Swansea To Hornsey (Anniversary Edition)  
Recorded at Ray Davies’ Konk Studios in London’s Muswell Hill (the ‘Hornsey’ of the 

title) and produced by Jack Jones & engineer Josh Green and mixed by Cenzo 

Townshend (Jamie T / Everything Everything). 

CD £12.99  //  Red LP £21.99  

A TRIBE CALLED QUEST The Love Movement  
3LP Reissue £39.99 

TURIN BRAKES Ether Song  
Blue 2LP Reissue £31.99 

WES MONTGOMERY The Complete Full House Recording 

The Complete Full House Recordings brings together all the recordings from the Full 

House sessions with two previously unreleased performances.  

2CD £12.99 

 

VARIOUS ARTISTS Stax Christmas  
12 holiday classics from the legendary Stax Records, with favorites by Isaac Hayes 

(The Mistletoe and Me), The Staple Singers (Who Took the Merry Out of Christmas), 

Rufus Thomas (I’ll Be Your Santa Baby), Albert King (Santa Claus Wants Some Lovin’) 

and more. Also included is an alternative mix of “Merry Christmas Baby” by Otis 

Redding and a newly unearthed version of the classic “Blue Christmas” sung by 

Stax recording artist Carla Thomas 

LP £31.99  
 

VARIOUS ARTISTS The Nightmare Before Christmas  
Zoetrope Ltd. 2LP £42.99 
 

PLEASE NOTE: Lots of release dates can move  

at little to no notice these days! 
Keep a regular eye on our  forthcoming releases  page 

online. If you can’t see what you’re after, drop us a line or 

pop in and see us.  
 

http://spillersrecords.uk/forthcoming-releases/

